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Preface

The present work is an attempt to supply a long
felt want in the shape of a grammar for the Maltese

language
The author has chosen Maltese as a type and

perhaps the most ancient of Semitic languages
The plan which is followed throughout is based

on a scientific phonetical system
The author wishes at the same time to give to

his Maltese friends the opportunity of making them
selves acquainted with the grammatical constructions of

their language
It is an undoubted fact that even the best educat

ed classes of Malta do not always understand the
meaning of a great number of words which are used
by them constantly and of which thev are unable to
give the grammatical explanation As an example we
might mention the word abt armpit which few
Maltese would understand although taht ab/i
under my armpit is a common expression

The author would feel satisfied if the present
work would stimulate his Maltese friends to the study
of the leading rules of their gram tar They would
then consider such 7i ords as andaf merjiia
mldl/em etc, which arc the comparative of the

Maltese nadif the passive participle of the Mal
tese raja and the participle of the Maltese tdl
lem, respectively as strictly Maltese since they conform
to the Maltese formation Akbar the comparative of
kablr or kblr meblitd and mdlle m the par

ticiples of bald and dllem are similar examples





THE ALPHABET
The transcriptions that are now used for the

Maltese written language have been arranged by
foreigners whose ideas of the Maltese roots and
their origin were extremely imperfect

The first scribes tried to write Maltese words
using the Italian characters the least desirable for
a Semitic transcription For this purpose they used
their personal sense of perspicacity and intelligence
in capturing Maltese sounds and by appropriating
the Italian alphabet rendered them without any
claim at philological knowledge or scientific system

Result

1 one cannot read Maltese correctly fhe tran
scriptions not giving the pronunciation of the words

2 one cannot understand Maltese reading the
transcriptions having been made by people who
were ignorant of the roots of this language

Our first efforts should be directed towards
giving the Maltese language a true transcription

The Maltese language like all Semitic languages
is very rich in vowels

Of the European alphabets the only one which
lends itself in any way for rendering the rich Se
mitic sounds is the French alphabet
Vowels
The Maltese have

6 short vowels

a ex fardae kelbi hisero ohxone benu like the latin u

darba
emm
kideb
omm
meblua be l mwod

ex suq go on
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5 long vowels

a ex hares dare kteb slem1 nadlf sllma6 xoru suq a market riih5 guttural vowels

a ex b d addae meer qiidi ill flla6 oli omoru uud u6yna2 evasive vowels

w ex h wa dawary hal liya bahriya barraniyRemarks
1 Short i and short u become y and io be

tween two vowels
2 to after y becomes u a ndy after w becomes
3 7t and y between two consonants become

u and i
N B The importance of the vowels and the

necessity of distinguishing the short the long and
the guttural vowels in writing is quite obvious if we
compare the different meanings of the words
suq go on suq market H to for li to me
for me hal encampment village hal state dispo
sition condition ad to say to tell ad although
still not yet qarr to settle things mqar proba
bly etc
Consonants

Consonants are solar or lunar
Solar consonants are 8 d 1 n r s t x z

Remark consonant x has to be pronounced like
the English sh or the French ch

Lunar consonants are also 8 b f g h j k m q
Remarks 1 Consonant g has to be pronounced like
a grasseyemerit or light guttural aspiration

eK raF aE em



2 Consonant h is like the german h
3 Consonant j has to be pronounced

a like the French
at the end of words ex hawdej
before all consonants except before h ex ajz nln

b like the English in all other cases
4 Consonant q is a guttural k

N B 1 The Italian sounds ci cio etc do not exist
in Semitic languages Those few words in which these
sounds are heard in Maltese are either of Italian origin
or corruptions of Semitic words with x or j Ex wicc

wijh cekcek xekxek etc
2 T 5 does not exist in Semitic languages

Those few words in which this sound is heard in
Maltese are either foreign words like Petrus Pau
lus etc or corruption of Semitic words with b or f
Ex dahlet ish shilep dahlet ix xileT

Such words as pxara b xara witb
news phalek b hal k like you pilqal bi
tqal with heaviness phalkyeku b hal kyeku
as if it were priklu b rikhlu with probability

perhaps etc evidently have no claim to a p since
the p is only taking the place of the preposition bi,
which stands for with

Pqayla is no exception to the rule being
the diminutive of baqla just as jneyna is the dimi
nutive of j nna and should be written with a b

Phonetical note A noun tnding in short a
takes a euphonic t when it is followed by the
article or by a noun beginning with a vowel

Ex tisia mia 51f
erbaa elef
rba a izmna

s naat il qaysen
fehma il mara
sahha il bned6m
sahha ir rajel etc

The verb wejjeh coming from 7vijk is always
written correctly by the Maltese
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THE ARTICLE
The Maltese article is il for all genders and

numbers

N B i Before nouns beginning with one of
the solar consonants the of the article is substi
tuted by that solar letter which it preceedes

Ex ix xemx instead ot il xemx
ir rajel instead of il rajel
in nar instead of il nar
id dar instead of il dar
it triq instead of il trlq
is sawm instead of il sawm
iz zibeM instead of il zibel

il leyl il leylBut it remains unaltered before the lunar consonants
as il qamar il kotba etc

2 After a word ending in a vowel the i of
the article is suppressed

Ex da 1 kelb instead of da il kelb
di 1 libsa instead of di il libsa
atini 1 hobz instead of atini il hobz
darbu t tifla instead of darbu it tifla

3 But when the word preceeding the ar
ticle is a noun and when the last letter of this
noun is a short c/ the i of the article does not fall
out but a euphonic t is added to the end of the
preceeding word

Ex s6na at il kaysen see phonetical note p 7
Historical remark In the primitive language

there were two ways of making a noun definite
1 by prefixing the article il
2 by prefixing the old pronoun he which is the

original form of hua and hutna
Ex he qsiis t pastors he bal the God etc

There is now no trace of the pronoun he
used in the Maltese language as an article
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Mistakes A mistake which the Maltese always
make in writing is to prefix to the words ma water
ifa viper item orphanage Mm orphan isir
slave an/as pear abra needle bus fine linen isar
sheet one article when they are indefinite il ma
1 ifa 1 item 1 tlm 1 sir 1 anjas l abra, l bus 1 izar

and two articles when they are definite 1 il ma il
1 ifa il l it m il l tim il l slr il l anjas il l abra
il l biis il l izar

Another mistake is using the article before nouns
already defined by affixed pronouns

Ex l ibni the my son instead of ibni
my son l ommhu the his mother instead of ommtiu

his mother
The irregularity in the use of l ibni might

be explained by its resemblance to l ibni the
sons or bni sons but F ommhu cannot be explained
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THE PRONOUN

Personal pronouns

Singular 1
2

3

Plural i
2

3

yen
int instead of inta inti
hua hia
ahna
in torn
hum a

Affixed pronouns
Singular i ni to verbs

i to nouns ending in a consonant
ya to nouns ending in a vowel

2 k after vowels ok ek after consonants

3 li do fru dofra for feminine
Plural 1 ne or nfl
2 kom
3 horn

N B The affixed pronouns h kit ha and horn
should in my opinion be written with a line over the
h thus li 1 on account of its very light almost
imperceptible aspiration when it follows a consonant
ex andhu ktebtfru bill etc

2 in order to make a distinction be
tween the h of the affixed pronouns and h when it
happens to be the last letter of a root
Ex ruhfru his soul feVrahfra he rejoiced her

At any rate the h of the pronouns fru fra from
should not be left out in writing h being the root



of these pronouns and its suppression is liable to 1
cause confusion in the construction of phrases

Ex minna from us
minlia from her
darbu they have beaten
darbfiu he has beaten him
darbutiu they have beaten him
feVrahu they have rejoiced
ferrahtlu he has rejoiced him etc

Affixed pronouns may be joined to any word
I Joined to transitive verbs they constitute the

objective case Ex hudni hud ni take me
II Joined to prepositions they constitute the indi

rect case Ex fik fi k in you andliu
c nd hu chee ltd he possesses

III Joined to nouns, the affixed pronouns have the
meaning of possessive adjectives Ex dari

dar i my house
Irregularities

i Affixed pronouns with the preposition tO y
for are irregular in the following cases

11 instead of liya
16k instead of lik
lliu instead of lili
lha instead of liha
Ina after vowels
ilna after consonants
Ikom after vowels
ilkom after consonants
lliom instead of litiom

RemarK One often comes across expressions pe
culiar to the Maltese language consisting in the
repetition of the preposition li before the affixed
pronouns
Ex Kli for to me instead of z for me lilek

for to you instead of lek for you etc

instead of

instead of likom
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2 Affixed pronouns with the preposition ma
with are irregular in the following cases

miay instead of ma ya
miak instead of mak
miaw instead of mati

The rest are regular malia mana ma kom maftom
3 Affixed pronouns with the preposition dl on

over are irregular they take an i between the and
the affixed pronoun

allya Allk allh aliha alina allkom alitiom
This construction is evidently regular if we only

remember that the Maltese al is a corruption of the
regular Semitic dlay

4 Affixed pronouns with the preposition ntin
of from are irregular only in Maltese orthography
where a superfluous n is sometimes introduced Minni

mini minnek minek minnkom minkom
In minim minhu

minim minfta
minnom min om

the second n takes the place of the h ot the affixed
pronouns h a and horn

Unlike the rest mini/a from us is regular
but might be mistaken for il minX a from her when the
latter is written without h minna

5 Words ending in short a in the singular,take
the affixed pronouns through the intermediary of a

Although this form is not to be found in other
Semitic languages it is nevertheless perfectly in accor
dance with the Semitic spirit of the language which very
often admits of transposition in the order and sequence
of sounds Here instead of one i which should have been
between two a s maya the word has been changed
so that one a comes between two i s miay

Miak and miaw are arrangements after miay
Mak is sometimes used by country folk
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euphonic t a before t is then often suppressed
or transposed

Ex nahla, nahlati or nahalti
nahlat k or nahaltek

sida sidati or sidti
sidana or sidna

mara marati or marti
maratek or marte k etc

6 Words in the dual and plural forms ending
in eyn ayn and in lose the final n before the
affixed pronouns Ex dirayn dir yh diriyk ajzenin

ajzenlh ajzenik etc
7 The words td and tid taking affixed pronouns

have the sense of mine thine etc
Td is a barbarism it is an abreviation of the

arabic mid belongings
Tid is an original Maltese form being the adjec

tive from td or dta to take T1A what is taken
belonging to

The following are pure Maltese forms
tiay tifik tidw instead of tiati

The following are adopted from the North African
coast
tahha taha tahhom tdhom tina takom

Interrogative pronouns
1 Xi wkai is generally followed by another

word
Ex x hin what time

x andek what have you got
xi trid what do you wantx tam61 biti or x idm biti what do you make of

it or of him
xinu x inhu what is it etc

2 Men who for all genders and numbers

t Xi is the contraction of xeyn arabic xejun
small thing or thing
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Men can be affixed to prepositions Ex limeii
to whom mimmen min men from whom

m men with whom etc
Men can he used with the affixed pronoun tiu

Ex menXm who is it who is he
In writing meritxu must be written as one

word hu being an affixed pronoun If on the
other hand it is written in two words then hu
ceases to be an affixed pronoun and must there
fore be written hua men hua Both expressions
are correct

Relative pronouns
A Indefinite

Ma that Ex koll ma rta fu all that we know
Men who

Mistakes In the Maltese Pater noster books
make the following mistake ahna nagfru lilmin

yahli d/hia although country people and even some
times those of Valletta pronounce ahna nagfru limen
yahti dlhia Men is indefinite and prefixing the
article to a pronoun and especially to one which
shows the indefinite sense is certainly a mistake and
is not excusable on the strength of habit as this
habit does not exist among country folk

B Definite
Illi which is often spelt Hi and is a bar

baric contraction of the regular il/adi illadtin illadln
This pronoun can only be used after a definite

noun or a personal pronoun
Ex yen hua Hi 1 am the one who

Allah hua Hi It is God who
PARTICULARS IN USING iI Ll

1 In the Nominative Case
ir rajel Hi darabhu the man who has wounded

him



ir rajel Hi darab da t tifel the man who has
wounded that boy

ir rajel Hi darab the man who has wounded
2 In the Objective Case

ir rajel Hi darab da t tifel the man whom this
boy has wounded

ir rajel Hi darab the man,whom he has wounded
ir rajril Hidrobt the man whom I have wounded
ir rajel Hi drobna the man whom we have

wounded
il kotba Mli yisraq the books which he will steal

3 In the Indirect Case without Preposition
ir rajel Mli drobt lliu it tifel the man whose boy

I have wounded
il jnen Mli bebtiu qoddem beb darna the garden

the door of which is opposite our house door

4 In the Indirect Case with Prepositions
ir rajel Mli hrejna miaw the man with whom we

came out
il huenet Mli dahlu fihom the shops in which

they entered
il mara Mli ktebt ltia the woman to whom I

have written
il jnen Mli harjet minnu il mara the garden from

which this woman came out
N B When the relative pronoun refers to an inde

finite noun it is not translated
Ex he has a house the rooms of which are big

andhu dar byuttia kbar
he has written a book which I did not un

derstand kiteb kteb ma fhemtfcu x

These maltese constructions differ from the modern
arabic constructions
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Demonstrative pronouns
masculine da dak
feminine di dik
plural daw dawk
Ex mqar ikun dak probably this will come

The same are demonstrative adjectives when followed
by a definite noun

Ex da lke lb di libsa dawk in nisa
N B The words dan and daun which are often

found in Maltese books are unknown to the people
of Malta at any rate danis the dual of da and cannot
be used in the singular number although Maltese
books always use it for da and di in the singular

Daun which is arranged after dawk is entirely
unknown to the people of Malta its meaning in other
Semitic languages being meanness weakness being
down

Before going any further it is well that we should
add a few words about the way in which the sense
of possession or belonging may be expressed in Maltese

We have already referred to the manner of express
ing possession by means of affixed pronouns

There are yet two other ways
j by means of two or several nouns following each

other the last being determinate either by the article
or by the affixed pronoun

Ex mofteh beb id dar the key of the house door
mofteh beb dari the key of my house door
beb id dar the house door door of

the house
beb dari the door of my house
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Remark A house key undeterminate, would be
moftch ddr

This way of determining possession or relation
is the old primitive Semitic way

2 by means of the word ta put between two
substantives

F x Is slatin ta Malta the knights ot Malta
In Maltese books one comes across expressions

where la is used instead of the euphonic t see
page 7 For example modiyat is smen is
written modiya ta s sineii
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SOME PARTICLES AND SOME CONTRACTIONS

USED AS PARTICLES

I alex or Mix why Is made up of Al ey xi over
what thing

The educated classes of Malta use alex also for
because being accustomed to use the Italian penhe
both for why and because

The people say quite correctly ax an xi for because
In the streets of Malta one hears children sing

il lum il yiim la tsayar 11 x
il leyla ma niji x
ax ommok ma tridni x

II eyn where Is never used alone It is always
affixed to

1 the preposition fi feyn where in
2 the preposition ila contracted in leyn

where to
3 the preposition min mineyn and sometimes

minfeyn where from and where from in
Ex feyn int where are you

minfeyn wnere t c V ou come from
minteyn J

III ila towards It is used
1 in the contracted form of with eyn see above

II 2
2 in the contracted form iV il fuq upstairs to

wards above sfeir il bfeld going to town
3 in the contracted form la and also in another

form where la is transposed in order to make al
Ex nmur Ma Sllma I go to Sliema
nmur al t Sllma I go towards what belongs

to Sliema
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IV li may be
1 an independent conjunction corrupted from the

Semitic aw if
a In conditional phrases it is generally follow
ed by the preterit of the verb ken

Ex li kont niji mlak kyeku ma tibza min had
b sometimes it is followed by darba and is
then spelt la

Ex la darba klemi mux mesmu a if my words
are not listened to

2 a conjunction prefixed to verbs
a to express a wish a desire

Ex liyitaqaddes ism k thy name be sanctified
b to express a purpose and it is then preced
ed in Maltese by the substantive hal

Ex jeyt b hal linistad I have come to fish
the same phrase in good arabic jeyt linistad
the same phrase in vulgar arabic jeyt bex nistad

3 a preposition prefixed to nouns and pronouns
meaning to for

Ex It to me for me 16k to you for you li r
rajel to the man etc

Remark li preposition is sometimes corrupted in il
Ex ktebt ilkom I have written to you

ilala ma je x why did he not come
ilala il or li ey la for what not

N B The form lima why which is made up
of li for and the interrogative pronoun ra what
is completely forgotten although Agius de Soldanis
pretends that the words of the gospel Hi III lima xa
baqtani are intelligible to the Maltese

4 a preposition preceding the negative particles
ma x it then has the meaning of for that
or as if
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Ex yuri li ma yaafni x he pretends that he does
not know me

N B in writing care should be taken not to
misuse the words

11 to me for me
li prefixe to nouns and verbs
Hi relative pronoun

V in
1 as 1 particle it is used to amplify the signifi

cance of the subject it is prefixed to pronouns
and takes a double n

Ex kif innliu how does he do
kit innek how do you do

2 as a conjunction it is used
a in the contracted form yek or ck meaning if yek

in yaku if it isj
b in the contracted form kyeku us if it were kyeku

ka in yaku kyeku is used

The same particle in used with affixed pronouns other
than A ai d h is not understood by the Maltese since no
attention is paid to the grammatical sense of each word in
the phrase Thus inni marid it is I who am ill is un
intelligible and yet grammatical

Another example may be found in Kallayamar ka
Allah yamar as God orders But if one were to say

ka inni natnar as I bid as I order the Maltese will find
it unintelligible

Yet another example may be found in taht abti which
means under my armpit and yet the word abt used isola
ted is also unintelligible although a mere repetition of the
word abti without the affixed pronoun

As a last example one may quote the following
b hdl ike 5rfa custom But if one says b hal il Ada as
it is cost/unary the phrase becomes unintelligible because
the Maltese are not accustomed to this construction the
usual phrases being b /nil ma ahna mdorriin or kif ddri
ddri the active participle of dara yidra to accustom
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aa in a conditional phrase in oppositic n to the
corresponding phrase with yek

Ex yek il hmet tinjeb ma l kenna
ky ku l jh nna sersSt jenna
if the mother in law agrees with the daughter

in law it is as if the hell would become a p radise
bb in a conditional phrase in opposition to
the corresponding phrase with li law

Ex li kont niji miak ky ku ma tibza min had
cc in optative phrases when the wish is unat
tainable it has then the meaning of if ov y

Ex kyeku niji miak If only I could come with
you I wish I could come

3 as an independent conjuction meaning that it
always preceedes the aorist and is generally not
translated at all

Ex yek in nzid lek if 1 add to you
yek it trid yek in trid if you like
mali in nharsu as soon as we look etc

N B Maltese dictionaries state that in nsid it trid
in nharsu etc are special forms of the Semitic verb
whereas they are morely the simple form used with the
conjunction in the n being sub stituted by t in the
2d person
VI vial a contraction of ma sal it did not cease

This contraction is usually translated as still
Ex mill hayyen he is still among the living

he did not cea ,e to be alive
In a combination with the conjunction idan then

mal is always wrongly written mallidana although
pronounced mal idan

Ex mal idan wasal fuqna b lahseb in that interval
he came upon us unexpectedly mil it did not cease
dan then wasal he arrived fuqna upon us
b la with no hseb warning cogitation

The Maltese Books and the Maltese Newspapesr
write it Mailt inharsH I
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N B These expressions in which mails a contrac
tion of ma zal should not be mistaken for others,which
although written in a similar way by the educated
classes of Malta are in reality quite different Thus

1 mallidaka belli dornna mali daka be lli domna
on account of the time we delayed mali

quantity as much as daka of that be lli
with what domna we delayed

2 malli inharsu mali in nharsu as soon as we
look see above V 3 etc

In these expressions mali which is wrongly written
malli is derived from the verb vie la yimla tofill up
In Semitic characters it is written 711 1 a and is pro
nounced vtila quantify as much as and is another
example of the transposition of sounds already several
times referred to

VII dldakshek is a good Maltese contraction
meaning accordingly ai on daks measuring
hek thus dldakstant which is often used in
maltese books is a mixture of the maltese words
al and daks together with the Italian tanto

VIII f ost is not a preposition as the Maltese think
F ost is made of two words fi in and usl
middle The French expression an milieu gives
exactly the sense of the maltese f ost

IX ilu zmen ilu some time ago is a good expres
sion often used by the people

X bi a preposition retains its i only before
words beginning with two consonants other
wise it is written

a with e when followed by the article
b without a vowel in all other cases

Ex bi tqal be l mwod b hal b la b rijl6yii
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XI emm here ox there In Semitic original writing
it is spelt a/if mim mini In maltese it is pro
nounced 6mm Ex ken 4mm Why then is an
h used in writing honim

XII invariable particle According to constructions
it has different meanings

i ad with affixed pronouns
a in a phrase without negation it means still

Ex iklna fil hra we are still behind
Adhu 1 hin there is still time

b in a negative phrase it means not yet
Ex Adtia ma jet x she has not yet arrived
2 ad when alone has the meaning of although
Ex fld,ahna midnebl i although we are sinners

ahna niju ad ma tridne x we shall come al
though you do not want us

N B Ad is not to be mistaken for the verb ad la
tell to say which has no guttural vowel being spelt
in all Semitic languages alif dal ya ada
XIII odu in arabic ayn dad waw

a odu with affixed pronouns means almost Ex
6du ke/ he has almost eaten
odu wasal ie zmc7i t is almost time
ken ddu ivaqa or he was almost falling
ken 6du seiryaqa I down
ddittiom skirln tTTiala they are almost going

to ruin etc
b odu with the article means morning

Ex il berah fi l odu yesterday morning il berah
yesterdav fi l 6du in the almostness

XIV Sa
i Sa imperative of the verb sa isa to run

is used with an other imperative
Ex Sa murr go and run go quickly
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2 Sa prefixed to the aorist indicates the future

Ex yiji he comes sayiji he will come
3 Sis,before nouns and particles means as long as

until etc

Ex Sa kem taix as long as you live
sa fevn
sa hawn far assa henna j
sa emm J
sa M ahhar l to the last to the endsa 1 anqas J
sa ssa sa is sa till now
sa d dar as far as the house
sa ma yiji till he comes

N B sa ma yiji tlll he comes
sayiji he will come

XV ka a particle meaning like as it is always
prefixed to nouns pronouns and particles

1 kallayamar ka Allah yamar as Clod orders
2 kveku ka in yaku as if it were

traakliom there they are
traakliu there he is
traakha there she is
traakek there you are
traakna there we are

there all of a
sudden

Traak o n is made up of traa il se montra
fe comme quoi lioin ils

Ex traakliom is slatin min ix xruq jeu urusallm
u yaidu fi yobu 1 mulud sultan ta l iliud

It would be a pity to use Gerusalem Annibal etc
for UrosaUm Hannilbal etc which are Semitic or Maltese
names
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traakhu 1 mleyka ta muleyna d her ltiu f newmnu
Li qal qurn u hu is sabi u ominbu U ahrab al
Masar u kun emm sa ma tiiyd lek

Out of these combinations ka is not understood even
ka ma rid as you like is unintelligible to the Maltese
although only a repetition of the word ka with the
particle ma

XVI Malay an adverb,meaning quick
Malay is derived from the verb mala yamla
which is forgotten in Maltese and whose mean
ing is to advance at a quick pace It is difficult to
understand why some Maltese books write ma
lay with an r malayr

XVII feys meaning the act of hurrying is derived from
the verb fas ifis

People say viin actar fis with greater hast
using fis instead of ftys

XVIII qad corroborative particle preceeding the
verb is generally used with yek if and
can be translated ever should would

Ex yek qad tsibtui hudtiu mlak if you ever find
him take him with you yek lad yiji il leyla
if he conies to night or should he come to
night li law kont naAf li qad tismani if I
could know that you would hear me etc

XIX qatt negalive particle meaning never is al
ways following the verb

Ex Ma rani qatt n e has never seen me atar
Hi ma imut qatt a monument which never

dies ect

Country folk often s iy M yirid ns he likes thus using
ki instead of ka ma
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THE VERB
Semitic verbs are defined in two ways

1 by the third person singular of the preterit
which is the verb s shortest form and

2 by the third person singular of the aorist
which is the verb s complementary form

If the first vowel in the complementary form is sup
pressed the fundamental form becomes at once ap
parent Ex

shortest form complimentary form fundamental form

je yiji iji
ra yara ara
af yaaf aaf
ken ikun kun
bea ibia bid
lab yilAb ilab
add yodd odd
habb ihobb hcbb
m6xa yimxi imxi
kiteb yikleb ikteb
kiser yikseY ikser
raja yarja

yamel
arja

am el amel
waqd yaqa aqa
waqaf yeqaf eqaf
allem ydll m allem
tallem yitallem i tallem
stahrej yistahre j istahrej
in fen a yinfe na in fen a

inf tah yinfetah infetah
intesa yinte sa intesa
intifed yintifed intifed
hdar yihdar ihdar
hdel yihdel ihdel etc
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TABLE OF CONJUGATIONS

Aorist PreteritSingular Plural Singular Plural
n n u I t nat t u II t tui y r sc Uy u in f ut femm et tIMPERATIVE

Singular Plural URemarks i The straight lines stand for the
verb s shortest form

2 The pointed lines stand for the
verb s fundamental form

3 The prefix n of the first person singular
in the aorist is a corruption of the old
Semitic prefix w haniza fatha or
hamza damma Traces of the re
gular prefix for the first person sin
gular of the aorist may be found in such
maltese expressions as marrid x ma
wrid x I do not want etc

Verbs may be devided into four classes
I To the first class belong all simple verbs as

contrasted with derived verbs
II To the second class belong such derived verbs

as are considered simple verbs in Semitic lan
guages E g habb bea waqa

III To the third class belong all true derived verb
IV To the forth class belong all verbs which are not

derived but are made up of two or more dif
ferent words so intimately connected with
each other by usage that they may be al
most considered as one

Aorist present and future sense
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First Class The simple verbs are
1 All verbs of two letters in their shortest form
2 All verbs of three four or five letters in their

shortest form
a if they have no double consonant
b if they have no long vowels
c if they do not begin with a vowel

The following verbs although beginning with a
vowel belong to the first class

awa to become populous
ay a to come on
aya to be wearied to be tired
eiva to howl

The roots of these verbs being a or e it is obvious
that they can have no consonant in their simple form
First conjugation

t With the exception of the third persons of the
preterit all the forms of the first conjugation
are derived from the fundamental form

2 Verbs whose fundamental form begins with a
short vowel lose this vowel in the preterit s
first and second persons

Ex kit b yikt b z kteb preterit ktebt ktebna
ktebtu am yaom aom preterit omt etc

Verbs the fundamental form of which begins
with two vowels lose the first of these vowels
in the imperative

Ex am yaom aom imperative om
Verbs the fundamental form of which begins

with i change this i into e in the impe
rative if the last letter is a vowel

Ex sama yisma 2sm imperative e sma
tala yitla it a do ct dBut kitdb yikt b ikteb do z kteZ

Au a is kncwn to the maltese in its participial form maivi
Ex x ra mawiya koll xibryiswa una The proverb origi
nated with the foundation of Valletta in 1566
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3 Verbs the fundamental form of which ends in a
short vowel change this vowel

into ey if the vowel was i
into ay if the vowel was a

before the flexion affixes of the first and se
cond persons of the preterit Ex

mexa yimxi imxz preterit mxri t etc
ra yara ar preterit r j t etc

4 Verbs the fundamental form of which ends in i
lose the i before the flexion affixes of the
aorist and imperative Ex m xa yimxi imxzV
nor nimx// timx/z yimx instead of nimxiu

timxiu etc
imp imx instead of imxiu

5 If a new syllable is affixed to the verbs shortest
form the short vowel of the last syllable is
dropped provided it is not the last letter of
the word

Ex darab darbu instead of darabu but ra
rau b da bddau m xa mexau etc

The active participle is formed from the shortest
form by the addition of a long a or e after the first
letter and a short i before the last letter Ex rahab
rahib raja rajiA kit b ketib

1 Verbs having the second letter e or i generally
take the suffix e

Ex m xa mexi rema remi b da bedi
nixe f nexif nizdl nezil

But rahab rahib harej harij dahtl dahil
bata bati etc

2 When the second letter of the shortest form is
a short vowel this falls out after suffixes
a or d Ex m xa mexi rahab rahib ete
instead of mee xi raahib

3 When a vowel exists before the last letter of
the shortest form it is suppressed after the
suffix i Ex harej harij instead of hareij



4 In verbs ending in a short vowel the vowel is
omitted after the suffix i which becomes y
when following a vowel

Ex renirt remi instead of remia Wda bedi
instead of bedia

raa raay instead of raaia
daa daay instead of daaia
naa naay instead of naaia

The passive participle is formed from the fun
damental form by the addition of the prefix m before
the first letter and the introduction of the suffix u be
fore the last letter

Prefix m
1 The prefix m is joined to the first consonant of

the fundamental form by means of the vowels
a if the first consonant is guttural Ex mahrut
e in all other cases

The e having no equivalent in the Italian alphabet
the first Maltese scribes used i instead of e mute
causing confusion amongst those people who could
read and those who could only speak coirectly

Ex rnefsiid is written mifsiid etc
2 If the verb ends in a short vowel the prefix m

is joined to the first letter of the fundamental
form by means of i Ex mibdi mibki mibni
midhi midri midwi mifli mifni mihdi miji
mijli mijri mijzi ir ikri miksi mikwi milvvi
mimli minki minsi mirqi mirgi misbi misfi
mishi miswi mitki mitli mitni mitwi mixli
mixwi milqi minqi etc

The passive participle of awa is mawi aiva having no
consonant in the root the suffix m is joined to the fiist
letter of the fundamental form fawa mawi aya mayi 6wa
mewi

t Milqi passive participle from laqa and minqi passive
participle from naqa should not be mistaken for me/qud
passive participle from laqa and menquA passive participle
from /aq i
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Suffix u
1 If a vowel precedes the last letter of the fun

damental form the vocal is assimilated to the
suffix it Ex kiteb yikteb ikte b mektub
qad yoqod oqod maqud qaleb yaqleb
maqlub But laqr melqiw manrf memnu
naqrf menqfia etc

2 If the verb ends in a short vowel the suffix u
is left out and the last vowel becomes i Ex
bed a yibda ibda mibdz r a miraz n a
m m i da mida etc

N B Some verbs ha e the prefix m joined by
means of the vowel o of such there are in Maltese
only 16 mohfi mohmi mohxi mohbi mohli mohri
mohsi mohwi mohyi moqdi moqli moqri mogli
mogfiii mog wi mormi

Remark Two letter verbs form the passive participle
from their shortest form by prefixing ma to its first
letter and by changing its vowel into i if the verb
ends into a vowel into it if the verb begins with a
vowel Ex xa mart dm mau r
Irregular verbs of the first conjugation

1 ad yaid o say to tell,is spelt in all Semitic lan
guages a/if dal ya ada In Maltese ad is
pronounced without any guttural aspiration
There appears then no logical reason for writ
ing it ghad as the Maltese books do

The conjugation of this verb is made up partly
from the root ad and partly from the root ada

Aorist naid taid yaid naidu taidu yaidu
Preterit adt idt ad ad t adna idna adtu
idtu adu
Imperative id idu This form is pronounced
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did or eyd by some educated maltese who
write it ghid But country folk at Meliha and
Musta pronounce it quite correctly id id
lliu tell him

Participles active kd passive mkdi from ada
2 df yadf o know Aorist and preterit regular

Imperative af afu Participles from araf
3 ha ychu to take Aotist regular

Preterit hadt ha hat hadna hadtu hadu
Imperative hu or hud hudu passive participle

mohud or muhud or mehud The forms mohiid
and mu/iitd which are derived from the Semi
tic altad show clearly that ahad is not a simple
verb as usually represented in all Semitic
grammars

4 kit yikol to eati
Aorist nt kol and nikol tekol and Hkol yekol

neklu and nikla te klu and tiklu yeklu
Preterit k lt kel Relet kelna keltu kelu
Imperative kul kulu Passive Participle mekul

Special note on the form jeb
Jeb is made u of two words je to come and
fo with It means to come with to bring

In the old books Agius de Soldanis one may find
such constructions as gebc sctahdem which grammati
cally should be written je bek xi tahdem and means
did you bring some work je did come bek with you
xi something tahdem to work

In Valletta one often hears now a days eld xi tahdem
which is the barbaric Algerian construction whrire je hi
is considered as a single word jeb to bring But
country people say

eyd is the plural oCyed or yid hand People say in the
country eydi my hands niin yedhu from his own hand
quite correctly But the Maltese dictionaries are faithful to
the erroneous forms id for hand and eyd for the imp of ad

did holiday feast
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a jeyt bix tahclem meaning
a j yt did you come bix with something tah

dem to work
jei bitia mi l ayn I brought it from the well I

am coming with it from the well
ara jei bitia mi l ayn
jeyt b xara I have come with news I bring

news etc

Second class To the second class belong such de
rived verbs as are considered simple verbs in
Semitic languages These are

t all three letter verbs with a long vowel in the
middle

2 all four and five letter verbs beginning with
a short vowel
a guttural vowel
a diphthong of short vowels

3 all verbs ending in a double consonant
The Arabic grammar considers these verbs as simple

verbs because their primitive simple forms have been
forgotten

But this does not appear to be a scientific reason for
a grammar of the Maltese language where some of the
primitive simple forms have been preserved unadulter
ated kel and ha simple forms of akal and ahadj

In Arabic one might obtain indications of the prim
itive simple forms of verbs of this class by comparing

1 the imperative forms kul mur hud with their
respective shortest forms akal aviar ahad and

2 such verbs as
naaka to lean the back upon akk to be hot

and windless kaka to draw back
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tvata to level to soft watt lo creak tala to be
lower to be depressed

ivasa to be defiled tisa to leave a thing sa to
run to purpose

wet a to show /7 to show ra to see etc
Other indications to the same effect are also found

1 in the aorist of the assimilated verbs wasal etc
2 in the aorist of the verbs beginning with a gut

tural vowel they have in the second syllable
the characteristic kasra of the derived verbs

3 in the aorist of the hollow verbs verbes con
caves when they re preceeded by the particles
of the fesm

Second conjugation
1 The fundamental form of the verbs of this class

is found by suppressing the first vowel of the
complementary form

Ex ken ikun kini sar isir sirbea ibia bid habb ihobb hobb
amar yamar aiiuir amel yamel drnel
araf yaraf draf wiled yiled tied
waqaf yiqaf iqaf waqa yaqa aqd

2 The aorist is formed regularly from the funda
mental form

3 The preterit
a Verbs beginning with a diphtong or with a

vowel form the preterit from the shortest
form

b Verbs ending in a double consonant take the
diphthong ay before the affix flexion of the
first and second persons Ex habb habbeyt
medd meddeyt etc

c All the other verbs form the preterit regularly
from the fundamental form



4 The imperative
a Verbs beginning with a diphthong form the

imperative by suppressing the diphtong
Kx waqaf qaf waqa qa etc

b All the other verbs Form the imperative regu
larly from the fundamental form

5 If a new syllable is affixed to the verb the short
letter of the second syllable is dropped provided
it is not followed by 2 consonants Ex wiled
wil e du wil e ue t but wilei/z/a

The active participle
a Verbs beginning with a diphthony form the

active participle by changing the second
letter of the diphthong into i
The suffix i comes regularly in

Ex wiled welid waqaf weqif waqa weqia etc
b Verbs beginning with a short or a guttural

vowel change these vowels into the corres
ponding long sounds Ex ala ali amel
mil etc

c Alt the other verbs form the active participle
regularly Ex qam qaim

The passive participle

a Verbs beginning with a diphtong form the
passive participle by prefixing rn to the
first letter of the diphthong which then
becomes it by suppressing the second letter
of the diphtong and by taking the suffix
it regularly Kx vaqaf muquf waqfi muqua
wera muri etc

b Verbs ending in a double consonant form
the passive participle from their shortest
form Ex ass masus
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But when the first letter is a consonant a trans
portation of letters takes place between the first and
the second letters Ex habb ma/zbiib medd memditft

c All the other verbs form the passive parti
ciple quite regularly from the fundamental
form but with the following peculiarites

the prefix m in verbs beginning with a vowel
is joined directly to the vowel

Ex araf maruf al m malum
the suffix u does not assimilate the i of the

three letter verbs which is only changed
into y

Ex bea ibia bia passive participle mehyud sab
mcsviib sah mesyiili sar mesyiir zed
mezyitd etc

Remark The Maltese dictionaries in mentioning
the participle form muled make the mistake of con
sidering this form as the participle of weed This is
a quite wrong derivation the participle of weed being
mweed rd conjugation Mm td is in reality the parti
ciple of TVtiod a form which must have been forgotten
by the Maltese
Irregularities of the second conjugation

These are only found in the passive participle of the
following verbs

ata ema get ban qal and jeft which make
moti instead of mati ,m6mi memi mogi u

magut ,mohun mahun moqul maqul
mojuA mejua

These irregularities are only an evidence that these
verbs of the second conjugation are not simple verbs
the o or u alter prefix rn in the participle being charac
teristic of all Semitic derived verbs

Third class To the third class belong all other derived
verbs



Derivations are made from the verb s
shortest form

A by repeating the simple form
B by doubling the middle letter
C by introducing new letters

A The repeating
This form consists of repeating the primitive

three letter form of simple verbs Ex belbeM
karkar farfar gargar etc

B The doubling
a J Three letter verbs of the first conjugation have

the second letter doubled Ex Ay a Ayya
b Verbs ending in a double consonant have the

first of these consonants doubled and take
a euphonic a or c after it Ex ass assas
habb habbab medd medded etc

c Verbs of four or five letters beginning with a
consonant have their third letter doubled
Ex sewa sewwa raja rajja kisei kisser

d Verbs of four or five letters beginning with a
vowel or a diphthong have their first con
sonant doubled Ex amar ammar emen
tSmmen waqaf waqqaf webts wdbbes
yasar yassarN B The doubling of the middle letter gives to the
verb the meaning of to make to r/r in French

faire faire
C The introducing of new letters

i The suffixing of letters
Long vowels a or e are introduced after the

first letter Ex qad qeed mar meer
mera mera jeled jeled jeneb jeneb
wiled wel d etc

The Maltese have the forms immin and yassar derived
from cmen and yasar arable asar but they have forgotten
emen and yasar
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Remarks Short v owels are omitted alter long suf
fixed vowels mc ra nu ra jr led j/ led w/led wt led

Guttural a becomes c after long suffixed
vowels qad qeed mar meer

Evasive vowels y or 70 t
a In three letter verbs they are put after the

second letter and take a euphonic a or d
when followed by a consonant Ex bea
beya dea dewa dar dawar ser s yer

b In four or five letter verbs,beginning with
a consonant y or 10 are introduced after
the second letter Ex hateM hawtel xelah
xewlah melaq meylaq mana mayna

c In verbs ending in a double consonant y
or 70 are introduced so as to make a new
syllable either by repeating the first two
letters of the original form or simply inter
posing a euphonic c after the first of the
doubled consonats Ex qabh qavrqa 6 haxx
haxwdx

Consonant n sometimes m
a The consonant or m is introduced at

the end of the first syllable in five letter
verbs where three consonants alternate
with two short vowels Ex hazar hanze

t I do not keep to the usual artificial divisions adopted
by arabic grammars which consider the verb dazvar seyer
etc as redoubled forms I do not think that from a lo
gical point of view awa could be considered as a redoubled
a or a and rrr as a redoubled or i Further from the
point of view of meaning these forms do not convey the
impression of aire aire but rather of intensity of move
ment typical of the suffixed forms
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hedel hendel hedem hendem heb l hen
bi qazah qanzah

b To verbs ending in a doubled consonant
n or m are suffixed by means of repeating
the first two letters of the verb Ex sarr
samsar qall qanqal dell dendeT

N B The suffixes introduced to the siuj ple verb
give it a general sense of intensity of ac
tion

2 The affixing of letters
The letters used as affixes for purpose of deri

vation are
n Ex qarab qarbe// jeleb jelbtv
m Ex qatar qatram heser besrew
q Ex teYat tertaq lised fesdaq ze ren

zernaq
They are affixed to three consonant verbs and

give them a general sense of intensity

3 The prefixing of letters

To simple verbs first and second conjugation
1 Prefix si sfmitic ist Ex ageb stajeb

haqq sthaqq merr stmerr eden sted n
enes stenes

Remarks a When prefixed to a verb of two syllables
beginning with a consonant st produces a transposi
tion between the first consonant and the following
vowel

Ex we bah stc wbah gawA sto na hayn t staAjra
b The verbs beginning with a diphthong

st ist is an abreviation of is/a vis/a lo can to be
able to from the root sa isa to run



have the vowels of the diphthong transposed
Ex nwqar stawqar j qer ste vqir

2 Prefix in Ex qata inqata bea inbea
bidel inbidel

The prefix in gives the verb a passive or re
flexive meaning

To derived verbs third conjugation

Prefix t is the prefix of the derived verbs
It gives a general passive meaning to the
derived verb or a sense of reciprocity

a prefix t to repeated forms A
belbel tbelbel farfar tfarfar

b prefix t to doubled forms B
faraj farraj tfarraj
raqq raqqaq traqqaqwaqaf waqqaf t waqqaf

c prefix to the suffixed forms C r
fehcm fehem tfehe m
met mewet tmewe t
habel hambel thambel

d prefix to the affixed forms C 2
qarab cjarben tqarben
fised fesdaq tfesdaq

4 The prefixing and suffixing of letters
Prefix i before and suffix t after the first letter

of a verb give it a passive or a reflexive
meaning Kx xara ixtara xedd ixtedd
sa ista xeha ixteha laqa iltaqd hej
ihtej har ihtar

N B 1 The suffix is changed into I when fol
lowing a d or z Ex da iilda foridta
zed izded for izted

2 In verbs beginning with a vowel the t
is joined as prefix together with the i and
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is then doubled Ex amel ittamel iatmel
ad ittad iatd araf ittaraf iatraf
azaq ittazaq azel ittazel ekel ittekel
ehed ittehed esef ittesef ata ittata

Extra derivation
An extra derivation is made from the comparative

form of the adjectives by suppressing the first vowel
and by prolonging the last vowel Ex abyad byad
akbav kb r z hdflr hd r

Third conjugation All derived verbs of this class
form their conjugation in the same way

1 The fundamental form is found by suppressing
the first letter of the complementary form

2 The aorist and imperative are formed from the
fundamental form In the imperative the
vowel of the last syllable is changed into e
mute dawar dawer

3 The preterit is formed from the shortest form
4 The rules about the last letter vowel are to be

followed in all cases

5 If a new syllable is affixed to the verb the short
letter in the last syllable falls out if not pre
ceeded or followed by two consonants Ex
hares nhar e su ihar e su but kisser
kis wru

6 The derived verbs have only one participle form
which is obtained by prefixing m or some
times mu to the shortest form Ex werrek
mwerrek xarraf mxarraf xett muxett

The forms ekel ehe V esif ata do not exist
in Maltese although ittekel ittehed ittesef itta
ta are regular derivations of these forms

ittata to befall to occur to happen is often wrongly
written intghata sic
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Remarks on the participle

1 Derived verbs beginning with ni take a eupho
nic e before the prefix tn of the participle
Ex mawar emmawar mexxah emmexxah
meyel emmej el nieri emmeri meer em
meer

2 Verbs ending in a short vowel change their
last vowel into i Ex idda middi wella
mwelli vvikka mwikki wissa mv issi witta
mwitti

3 Verbs of the doubled farm ending in a shor 1
vowel change their first short vowel into o
if it is an a Ex halla mholli mhal1i i
darra mdorri mdarrij rabba mrobbii
gabba mgobbi qalla mqolli galla mgolli
qarra mqorri naqqa mnoqqi saffa msoffi
tarra mtorri abba mobbi adda moddi
alla molli gatta mgotti gaxxa mgoxxi etc

4 In the derived verbs of the prefix form mi is
substituted for the participial prefix m Ex
stahrej niistahrej stageb mistajeb stenbeh
mistenbeh etc

N B It ma be mentioned that the participial pre
fix mi is perfectly natural in this form where
st is only a corruption of the primitive Se
mitic ist

5 In the extra derived farm mo is substituted for
the prefix m Ex hyar mohyar hdar
niohdar hrar mohrar

6 The verbs ihtar and ihtkg although they do
not belong to the class of extra derivation
nevertheless form their participles thus mohtar
and mohtej
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Irregular verbs of the third conjugation
I Stenna stena
2 itka ittaka from wika
P tewaq vveqa egyptian dialect
4 ittewaq itteqa egyptian dialect

tentex tnettex
6 lenbeb lebbeb
7 xemnak xennaq
8 stbayel sthal
9 dera yidera tera or tvvera

The sister verb ot dera trim is derived from
ra yara quite regularly but is used only in
connection with the particle ka and the cor
responding affixed pronouns forming with
them one single word traakna traakliom
traaklui see particles

10 In mistohbi and mistoqsi participles of stahba
and staqsa o stands for a

1 1 staqsa and saqsa have both the same meaning to
ask staqsa is regularly derived from qasa
but saqsa is a combination of two verbs
sa qass to run and to tell to ask

12 stahya and stha are both from the root h stha
to be achamed is derived from ha stahya
to revive is derived from the suffixed form
of ha haya

Forth class To this class belong verbs formed of
two or more different words so intimately
connected by usage that the are almost con
sidered as one word
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1 With the preposition bi
bahrad bi harad with disturbance

to trifle
belyen bi legem with foam to foam
berfel bi refel with train to trim
bixkel bi xekel with doubt to em

broil
berkel bi rekla with green veget

able to flower
bermej bi remej with spoiling to

twirl between the fingers
berged bi reged with free pasturage

to become full of flees
berbaq bi rebaq with throwing into

to dissipate
2 With the preposition fi

seksef seqsef saqsa fi
qartaf qarat fihaxlef haxal fifixkel fi xekel bixkel3 With the particle ka
kanfar J ka nafar to reproach
karmas ka ramas concealing to pro

duce small abortive fruits
kardax ka radas casting stones to

speak ill
kasbar ka asbar to make something be

come bitter to spoil
kaxkar ka xakar tamiser to sift much
kenned f ka ermed to fall into destitution

to blacken to dirty
kerkes ka rekes reverse to disappoint

to displease

bermej is wrongly written bermer
t kanfar is wrongly written canfar
t kenned is wrongly written germed

kerkes is wrongly written gerges
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4 With the particle xi

xenxel xi nesel xandar xi andar
xaqleb xi qalab tenfex or denfex adnaf xi
ferkex to scrope something
harfex to work rudely haraf to bring forth
harbex to scratch something

5 Several words
zebleh zey beleh
xeblek xebel xellek
sardan sar dan
sarbat sar batt
qasdar qass dar
qarnas qaran astarhax tar bi x to have the belly

swollen with something to be hydropi cai

qabras alga hi ras
mexwar mexa wara
saqsa sa qass

Tn their conjugation these verbs follow the rules
of the verbs of

1 the first conjugation if the 7 are like the
verbs of the first class e g rahal

2 the second conjugation if they are like the
verbs of the second class e g fas

3 the third conjugation jo all other cases
these can have only one derivation through

prefixing the letter

Ex beJgen tbelgen
haxlef thaxlef
kashar tkashar

tarbax is wrongly written tarbar hi Arabic fie
coi responding verb is itrawra from tara



PASSIVE FORM

Every active verb can be made into a passive one
without using the prefixes in and see third con
jugation but simply by changing the original vowels
of its simple form into o s

The Maltese language has five verbs which have
retained both forms the active and I he passive

I hataf to snatch away hotof
to become empty

2 halaq to create holoq
to be created

3 raqas to dance roads
to rise and to sink

4 farak to pick out,to husk forok to limp
5 fin a to mean to intend oni

to be agreed

Ex oni 11 in imurru oni it was agreed 11
for me in imurru that they should go

Out of these five the Maltese language has 17 pas
sive verbs whose original active forms have been
forgotten

1 6job to please ajab to wonder at
2 okos to decline akas to change,to reverse
3 orok se gratter arak to scrub
4 orox to become lame drax to raise
5 otob to become paralitic atab to be soft
6 hcrom to be lustful haram to forbid to pre

vent
7 holom to be dreamt halam to dream
8 hola to become sweet hela to be sweet
9 hobcl to become pregnant habal to con

ceive
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10 korob to be distressed karab to tighten
11 korom to be productive karam to overcome

in generosity
12 kotor to become numerous katar to exceed

3

14 qorob s approacher qarab approcher
15 romol to become a widow or to become

sprinkled with sand ramel to sprin
kle with sand

16 rohos to become cheap rahas to be tender
17 forog to become empty farag to emptify

MIXED FORMS

1 Some Maltese verbs havj the active form in
the preterit and in the aorist the passive
form although their sense is not reallypas
sive

Ex harej yohroj q d yoqdd
2 Some other verbs have the passive form in the

preterit and in the aorist the active form
although their sense is not active

Ex xof yixof to be sorry to be repentent
3 Other verbs have the active form in the aorist

and in the preterit the passive form although
their sense is not passive

Ex xorob yixrob
4 Lastly some verbs have the passive form in the

aorist and the active form in the preterit al
though their sense is not in any way active

Ex feraq yofroq to be separated
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GENDERS AND NUMBERS OF THE
PARTICIPLES

The feminine is obtained by adding a short a to
the masculine

The plural is obtained by adding
in masculine or et feminine

The dual form is obtained by affixing
eyn to the masculine singular
teyn to the feminine singular

Remark Some participles of the simple verbs by
losing their primitive sense of adjective verbal become
irregular in the plural Thus we have

a passive participles
maqrut plural mqaret etc

b active participles
seheb sahib plural ashab
hakem hAkim plural ahka ni ihkam or
ihkma

1ash4b ±rfriends is not to be mistaken for hab
clouds collective noun
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THE NOUN
Nouns may refer to A actions B qualities C per

sons and thing s

In the first ease they are verbal nouns

A Verbal nouns
Verbal nouns are formed from the verb s shortest

form

I The following take ad additional y or iv to the
verb s shortest form

i verbs of two letters of the first conjugation
2 verbs of three letters of the first and second

conjugations beginning with a consonant

Ex at to shout iytaj to turn aside awj

in the second case
in the third

qualifying nouns
substantive nouns

Am to swim awm

daa
raa
naa

da va
raya
nay a

bed
sam
nam
sat
ska
xek
tab
taf
med

xawq
xewk
tayto
tayf

nawm
sawt

beva

meyd wrongly written
with

sawm

xed
xel
jez jeyz etc

xeyd
xeyl
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il The following change the vowels of their
shortest form

1 Verbs of three letters,of the first and second
conjugations beginning with a vowel

2 Verbs of four letters of the first conjugation

3 Verbs of four letters of the second conjuga
tion those beginning with a dephthong and
those ending in a double consonant

Aya eya
ewa awi

era fra
Ata oti
ala Mi
add odd
ass OSS
ell ill

hela helu

beda bidi
bidu

lewa liwi
tewa tiwi
kewa kiwi
mexa mixi
niela mili
qara qari
sewa siwi
hay a hayi

wasa wisa
weta witi
vvera wiri
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weed weda with transposed vowels from
ivaed

waqa uqiA with transposed vowels from
wiqa

waja ujia with transposed vowels form
wi/dj

fejj fijj
habb hobb
baxx bexx
jedd jidd
gamm gomm
berr barr
senn sinn

III The following drop the last vowel of their
shortest form

1 Verbs of four letters of the second conjuga
tion beginning with a vowel

2 Verbs of five letters of the second conjuga
tion beginning with a dephthong

3 Verbs of five letters of the first conjugation
whose vowels are a a i e 0 0

Ex Atex atx darab darb
erek erk dahak dahk
araq Arq rriarad mard
Akes Aks farad fard
Alef Alf talab talb
Ajel Ajl fasad fasd
Ajen ajn qasam qasm
Amel Ami
a mar amr xorob xorb

holom holm
qorob qorb
hodon hodn
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wiled wild kiser kisr and ksir trans
v irek wirk position of letters
wiret wilt bidel bidl bdil
wisaq wisk fised tisd Isid
widen Widn kiseb kisb ksib
wizen wizn fired fird frid
wahad wahd rifes rifs rfis
waq f waqf firex firx li ix
wasal wasl hireq hirq

IV Verbs of five letters of the first conjugation
whose vowels are a e c e c a drop the first
vowel of their shortest form and change the last one

dahel dhul fejar fjir
harej hruj fetah ftuh
qafel qfii fetaq ftuq

feraq fruq
xegel g l

Some erbs of this class form the verbal noun by
dropping their second vowel like the verbs of the
preceding class

Ex halef half
halej halj

V The following verbs of the third conjugation
take prefix before the first letter and along
before the last letter

1 repeated verbs
2 doubled verbs they have the doubled letter

omitted

to vowels ia ta guttural consonants te to all other
consonants The first short vowel is dropped after the pre
fixes ta and te

i assimilates the short vowel which precedes it
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3 suffixed verb
4 affixed verbs

Ex keskes tkeskls qarrab taqrlb
habbab tali bib

fell em tfehlm kattar taktir
hendem thendim qatta taqd
hawtel thawtll talla tatlla
kewkeb tkewklb sevvwa teswia

heyya tehyla
qarben tqarbin qawam taqwini

Awad tawid
tawal tetwi l
hamma tahnila

erbs of the third and fourth conjugationsVI
having t as prefix form the verbal noun by suffixing
a long i to the last letter

Ex tferfer tferfir tfehhem tfehhlm
tqabras tqabris tkabbar tkabblr

VII Verb s of the third conjugation having st in
a id i t as prefixes form the verbal noun
by suffixing long z e or a to the last letter

Ex stajeb stajlb
stahraj stahrij
stenbeh stenblh
stagdar stagdlr
stenna slennia

Remarks 1 The verbal
in two forms

aql I
6ql I
ars
ors J
adr adra
Adr modria t

inqasar noqsar
corrupted from inqsdr

intebah intbib
iftehem ftehim iftehlm
intebaq intbeq

noun in some cases occurs

from aqal

from aras

arf
erf I
Aqd
Aqd I

from ftder

from araf

from aqad

assimilates the short vowel which precedes it
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2 Three verbal nouns are irregular in the
Maltese language although their regular forms are
sometimes used

fis for feys Ex min aktar fisl with greater hurry
feysa quick

q m for ijeym
iira the state of being behind not to be mis

taken for the adverb ward behind

The noun of unity The verbal noun expresses
the mere action state or being of the verb and is
unaffected by subject object and time

But should it express number or kind it is sub
stituted by the noun of unity which is formed by
affixing a to the verbal noun

The dual and the plural are then formed regularly
the dual by addition of teyn and the plural by
changing a into et

Ex ayt crying ayta
ill ilia
odd odd a
Ajl ajla
darb darba
fijj f ijA
hobb hob ha
sinn sinna
fird fird a
fisd fisda
kisb kisba
hirq hirqa
xorb xorba
holm hoi ma
taqrib taqriba
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Remarks i Verbs of five letters of the first conjuga
tion whose vowels are a e e a e e form the
noun of unity from the shortest form by dropping the
second vowel

Ex dahel dahla
harej harja
fetah fetha
2 Verbs of the third conjugation ending

in a double consonant form the noun of unity from
the shortest form and not from the verbal noun

Ex stmerr stmerra instead of stemrara
ixtarr ixtarra instead of ixtraia
3 Some three consonant verbs of the first

and second conjugations have an independent form
for the noun of unity they drop their first vowel
and take a long a or c before the last consonant

Ex hnena mercy from hann to be merciful
to pity

hrafa fable from haref o dote to talk
nonsense

qbela rent from qahel to receive,to ac
cept

The plural of these nouns is formed by dropping
the last short vowel and suffixing i before the last
consonant

Ex hnena hnein hrafa hraif
qbela qbeil etc

B Qualifying nouns
The noun of quality is generally formed from the

neuter verbs and takes in Maltese the following forms

I Forms resembling the active participle of the
simple verbs

1 Form in This form is obtained from
the active participle by changing the va
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lue of the vowels Thus the long a becomes
short and the short i becomes long

Ex nadif nadif marid marid amil amll

2 Form in u This form is obtained by sub
stituting a long i or b to the second vowel
of the shortest form

Ex ajaz ajus rasal rasi il fised fisud

3 Form with a double consonant This
form is obtained by doubling the consonant be
fore or ii in the preceeding forms This
doubling adds power to the noun Thus fisitd
spoiled and fissitd very spoiled eliil sharp
and cllul very sharp vamii haughty and
zammit very haught qasls herdsman and
qnisis good herdsman priest

Remarks i V r erbs ending in a double consonant
take a long 1 before the last consonant of the shortest
form Ex habb habib tabb tabib azz Aziz

2 Verbs beginning with a diphthong
omit the second letter oi the diphthong and take the
long I or ii in a regular manner Ex wiled ulid
wizen uzln waqa uqia waja ujia wahad uhid

3 Verbs ending in a vowel have no
qualifying nouns in Maltese the active participle is
used instead

4 The difference between thi qualifying
noun of the form nadif marid etc and the verbal

Addn from the puttie salutation hew addtii is a regular
noun of quality formed according to the abdve rules from
aden widen fo hear and means hearer ad6ni my hearer
hew adoni be happy my hearer The Hebraic Adondi is a
corruption of the Arabic addni or adiini
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noun of the form nfi/i u/iir njid stiig etc is in vowel
a which is omitted in the Maltese verbal noun This
a should be invariably written in qualifying nouns
even when not always distinctly pronounced kablr
kbir sablh shih sagh sglr etc

The feminine is obtained by adding a to the mas
culine

The feminine plural and dual are obtained re
gularly by changing a into ct and by adding tiyfi

The masculin plural
1 In qualifying nouns with long the masculine

plural is obtained by transposing the vowels

Ex kabir kibar nadif nitlaf
In pronouncing cine does not hear the short
i of this plural form Talking quickly people al
ways say kbar nd f

2 In qualifying nouns with long u the masculine
plural is generally obtained by affixing in to
the singular

Ex rasiil rasulin arabie rosol
ajuz ajuzin arabic qjoz

3 In qualifying nouns w ith double consonant the
masculine plural is obtained by affixing 111 to
the singular

Ex qassls qassis m

Remarks 1 The qualifying noun derived from
verbs beginning with a diphthong form the masculine
plural by changing the long i into a long e Ex uhd
uled
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2 When connected with the guttural
consonant h the short vowel i of the masculine plu
ral is ofen omitted

Ex habib hbab arabic ahbab

3 Some qualifying nouns having lost
their primitive qualifying sense have also a different
masculine plural

a nouns having a long i tabib qabil take aiv
0 after the first letter it it is a consonant
or change the first letter into o if it is a
vowel the long is then dropped and a
long a is affixed to the last letter

Ex tabib tobba qabil qobla often transformed
into oqbla amir omra

b norms having a long it form the masculine
plural by transposing the d from the end
to the beginning of the word it is changed
into it before the vowel that follows which
then becomes e or a A euphonic 0 takes
the place of it at the end

Ex nadur nweder hanut hwenet

4 Some qualifying nouns having both
the meaning of an adjective and that of a substan
tive have two plural forms for the masculine gen
der

II

Ex
I nidaf ndaf t qirab qrab

nadif and qarib and
nodfa qorba

sm w
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II An independent form of the qualifying noun
is obtained by affixing en or an to the verbal
noun

Ex ferah ferh ferhan
atex atx atxenhaya hayi hayyen

The feminine is formed by adding a Ex ferhana
The plural and the dual forms are regular

in and eyn for the masculine
it and teyn for the feminine

Remark Some nouns of this form having lost their
primitive meaning as adjectives are irregular in the
plural they drop the first short vowel transpose the
long a with the consonant which precedes it and
take a euphonic i or e in place of the transposed a

Ex Sultan statin sikran skarin

The noun of superiority comparative is formed
from the verb s shortest form by prefixing a ox i
and omitting the vowel after the first consonant in
those verbs which begin with a consonant by prefix
ing i and changing the first vowel in those begin
ning with a vowel

Ex kabar I akbar
ikbar

a la eela azz eezez

Feminine and plural

i In five letter words the feminine is formed from
the masculine comparative by means of the
alternation of the vowels with the consonants
which follow

Ex rtklv/r kahru andaf nadfa amrad marda
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The plural for both genders is obtained from
the feminine by changing the first vowel into o
and dropping the last vowel

Ex kabra kobr or kobot marda mord

2 In the case of words ending in a the feminine is
obtained from the masculine by means of the
alternation of the first vowel with the conso
nant which follows v is then suffixed Urthe
last vowel

Ex flgna gc/nya gla g lia

The plural for both genders is obtained by
changing the first vowel of the masculine com
parative form into o

Ex rtgna ogna etg n ogla

3 In the case of words beginning with two vowels
and ending in a vowel the feminine is obtained
from the masculine by means of changing the
first two vowels into 0 and by suffixing y to
the last vowel

Ex olya from eela

The plural for both both genders is formed by
omitting the y of the feminine singular com
parative

Ex olya 61a

4 In the case of words beginning with two vowels
and ending in a consonant the feminine is ob
tained from the masculine comparative by chang
ing the first two vowels into 0 and affixing a
should there be a vowel before the la t con
sonant it is omitted

Ex eezer ozza from oz a za
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The plural for both genders is obtained froirv
the feminine by suffixing a short o to the last
consonant and dropping the last vowel

Ex ozza 6zoz

Remarks 1 In three letter verbs having a long
vowel the noun of superiority is formed from the
verbal noun

Ex bar hayr ahyar
2 Some nouns of quality have the form

of the noun of superiority without having its meaning
Ex abyad ahdar

3 Three adjectives have irregular nouns
of superiority

ohxon instead of ahxan
orhos instead ol arhas
ohla instead of 11/1/t/

Of these ohxon has two plural forms hoxon and
hoxnln

Mistake Some Maltese dictionaries consider
such regular plural forms as Ogita oglu ccla as va
rieties of the singular forms agna agla cc/n sic

At the same time they do not give any other form
for their plural

Such an error can only be due to an insufficient
knowledge of the language and its grammar

C Substantive nouns
I Nouns of profession riom de metier are

formed from the verbs shortest form by doub
ling the middle letter if it is a consonant or
an evasive vowel and adding a long a or e
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and it is e if the long vowel is c

Ex kiser kassarzibel to manure zebbei dustman
habaz to make bread habbaz baker
axaq to love axxaq lover
naxar to saw naxxar sawyerbaza to fear bezzea fearful

Remarks i Verbs,ending in a short vowel,change
this vowel into y

Ex sewa sewwey neda neddey bena benney

2 Verbs of three letters whose second
letter is a long vowel do not double this vowel but
change it into eyye or awwa

Ex beA beyyea qas cjawwas

3 Verbs whose second letter is a gut
tural vowel do not double this letter but follow it
by a long a or c

Ex daa daay nal naal nas naas
The feminine is formed by adding a to the mas

culine

The plural and dual forms are formed regularly
for the feminine by changing a into et and ateyn for
the masculine by adding in and eyn

II Nouns of places are formed from both tran
sitive and intransitive verbs by prefixing ma
to the verb s shortest form the next short vowel
is dropped

Ex lata to take refuge Malta talab matlab da
rab madrab jara majra dahal madhal
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Verbs whose second letter is a long vowel
verbs beginning with a vowel and verbs end
ing in a double consonant prefix m instead
of ma

Ex ken mken jarr mjarr
A short a s sometimes affixed without any special

meeting
Ex nadar mandttr and mandra

III Nouns of instruments have three forms in
Maltese

1 The first form is obtained by prefixing mo to
the first and suffixing long a or e to the last
letter the first short vowel after the prefix is
dropped

Ex fetah mofteh sebah mosbeh h rat moh
ret harr mohrar tarab motrab samar mo
sma r

2 The second form is obtained by prefixing mi
the short vowel after the prefix is then dropped

Ex teraq mitraq rifes mirfes nizel minzel
din b midn6b

3 The third form constitutes nouns of unity which
are obtained from the plural form of these
nouns by the addition of an ir the last vowel
is dropped and the first long vowel changed
into a short one

Ex migraf pi mgaraf mgarfa spoon mitraq
pi mteraq mterqa hammer

Remark In ordinary language nouns of instruments
are sometimes used for nouns of places and vice versa

Ex manzil minzel madhal midhal majra
mijra mafrad mifrad etc
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The plural tor both nouns of places and nouns of
instruments is formed by the transposition of
letters the first vowel takes the place of the
consonant which follows and become loug d or
c the last vowel becomes short

Ex mosbeh msebeh or msebah mijnifi mjema
mofteh mfeteh or mfetah mitraq mteraq
mohret mharet mirfes mrefes
mandar mnadar

Remarks i Some nouns which stand for persons
acting instrumentally in the production of certain ef
fects have irregular plurals

Ex midneb instrumental in sinning sinner
pi midnebln instead of mdeneb
misir instrumental in generating father
pi mislriyet etc

2 Some words have the meaning of
nouns of places although they have the form of the

independent noun of unity
Some of these nouns keep the final a of the noun

of unity others drop it

Ex kiteb to write
kteb aplace for writing book
xamar to tuck up clothes
xmaxa a place wheiv the clothes are tucked
up before crossing river etc

The forms with the final a have the plural formed
by dropping this letter and suffixing before the last
consonant

Ex xmara xmair

Country folk pronounce so netinies /v/v inste id of
tnisir

n r
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The forms without the final a form their plural as
those qualifying nouns in having the meaning of sub
stantives

Ex kteb kotba jnen jonna

3 Some words which in reality are participles
take the form of nouns of intstruments

Ex midyen indebted midyeq narrowed,grieved
midlel delicate midwal illuminated

These nouns generally form their plural like
all participles their feminine is formed in accord
ance with the rules for participles

N B miskin pauper has two plural forms
mseken regular plural for six letter nouns and
miskinin regular plural form for participles

4 Some words which in reality are verbal nouns
have the form of nouns of instruments

Their plural is like the regular plural of
nouns of instruments

Ex mijle s a sitting sitting of the court sitting
of the parliament plural mjeles

5 Nouns of places derived from verbs ending in
form their plural by the transposition of letters
the first vowel takes the place of the preceding
consonant and becomes long it or the last
vowel becomes i

Ex rasa to lay at anchor
marsa anchorage port pi mrast
jara to run to happen
majra place of running mouth of a river
pi mjari
lata to shelter
malta place of shelter pi mleti or mlati
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6 Nouns resembling nouns of places are formed
from the verbal noun and not from the shortest
form by prefixing n or ma and affixing a but
have the sense of nouns of unity

Ex Ada Adda to pass odi passing modia
a passing gafer to forgive gafr forgiving
magfra forgiveness pardon Ader to excuse
6dr excusing modra and modriya an excuse

These form their plural by changing the last
letter a into kt

IV Nouns of time The only noun of time in Mal
tese is miled time of birth from the verb
wiled

V Independent nouns,although derived from the
same roots as the verb have meanings inde
pendent from those of their corresponding
verbs

1 Two letter words They have special plurals

f mawet A f a wrama ar shamemiyet v awretu ahua
ah J

2 Three letter words without a long vowel
They have likewise special plurals

omm ommet u f ddiiwa
oht ahwat a dewa
ras ryus
yum iyem fibnl arable ibnadua duyet 01 beH bnl
yid or ye d hand dual yideyn pi eyd

see pages 31 and 32
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3 Three letter words whose second letter is a
long vowel form their plural by changing the
long vowel into ia ie or ua tie
blr biar beb bueb tur tuar
dar diar

Some nouns of this class simply affix dn in
the plural and change their long vowel into a
short i

Ex nar niren jar jiren far firen
4 Four letter words beginning with and ending
J in a consonant form the plural by suffixing a

I long e/or a to the last letter the first short

sinn snen

5 Four letter words beginning with a vowel and
ending in a consonant change their last vowel
into a long u in the plural

6 Four letter words whose second letter is a long
vowel and whose last letter is a short a form
their plural by changing the long vowel into
wA or ivd and the last vowel into i

Sometimes they only take an additional

Ex teqa tweqi and teqat
neqa nweqi
hara har t

aar ayar rlh rieh ruh rueh

vowel being dropped

Ex bent bnet

Ex asar asiir 6mor omiir onoq oniiq

Remark haja makes hweij instead of hweji



7 Four letter words with a diphthong in the middle
transpose in the plural the vowels of the diph
thong changing the last one into a long cor
responding vowel or into it

Remark leyl makes lyeli xawn makes xwen and
xiiii qaws makes q vas and qisi

8 Four letter nouns beginning with a diphthong
for n the plural by dropping the second letter
of the diphthong and suffixing a long vowel
to the last letter

Ex wild tiled wijh ujeh wirk urek or uruk
9 Four letter words ending in i take the affix in

in plural
Fx nabi nabiin

10 Four or five letter words with a long vowel be
fore the last letter form their plural by changing
this vowel

Ex hmar hmir hariif href
They have special plural forms when the long

vowel is e
Ex lsen ilsna zmen izmna and zm niyet

The Maltese dictionaries consider xini as a singular
form If viui were really a singular form the meaning of
the locality mjarr xini would become illogical landingp/acJ
of a boat whereas it has been always know n to be the land
ing place of boats

X The arabic plural form for nabi has b en kept in g r
7 mbi grot of the prophets sometimes pronounced gar
il cnbya

Fx key kyel mewt mwet
keyd kyed
qaws qwas
clawr dwar

beyt byiit
hayt hyitt
seyf syuf
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ii Five letter words three consonants alternating
with two short vowels form the plural by drop
ping the first vowel and changing I he last
vowel into a long one

Ex rajel rjal rijel rjil dahar dhur
Besides this regular form some norms of this

class have also another plural form which is ob
tained by prefixing o or i and affixing a to the
consonants of the noun These are

habar hbar or ahbar and oh bra
halar htar and ohtra
qamar qmar and oqmra
qosom sometimes gasam qs arn and oqsma
qofol qfaf and oqfla
qabar qbur and oqbra
bahar bhar or bhur and ibhra
satal stal or stid and istla
fahal fhul and ifhla
saqaf sqiit and isqfa
jemel jmel and ijmla
hemel hmel and ihmla
kefen kten and ikfna
seqer sqer and isqra

12 Five letter nouns the second letter of which
is a long vowel form the plural by taking
7t before the long vowel

Ex zemel zwemel
xereb xwereb
hatem hwatem

Should such a noun end into a short a this
letter is omitted in the plural and a euphonic
e is suffixed to the last consonant

Ex qabla qwebel
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13 Six letter nouns having a long vowel be
fore the last consonant transfer in the plu
ral the accent from the last syllable to the first
and transpose the first vowel with the consonant
which follows

Ex senducj snedaq hannus hnenes
hartum hratem barmll bramel
fardal fractal sikkln skeken

14 Independent nouns ending in a long a gene
rally take the affixes met or yet in the plural

Ex sem smawet ma m U t w
Imayet miyet

15 Independent nouns ending in a short a form their
plural by changing this a into it in all cases
except those mentioned in number 6

Ex jebla jeblet
harifa harifet

Irregular plurals

f xinl f nisi1 xawn 2 qaws 1xwen n ijvms3 haja hweij 4 odda odod5 leyl lyeli 6 qolla qlel f7 drea dual dirayn plural idra
Mistakes The Maltese dictionaries give the word

diveb as the plural of debba Dweb is the plural of dib
wolf the plural of debba beast of burden is debbdt
They also give snen as the plural of sinna Snen

teeth is the plural of sinn tooth the plural of sinna
one tooth is sinnet

odod plural of odda is not to be mistaken for rdi id
which is the plural of edd number

t qlil the plural of qolla is not to be mistaken for q/dl
or qildl the plural fqaUl destitute small
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VJ Relative roun
Relative nouns are formed from any noun or parti

ciple by affixing y or iy after depriving it of the a
feminine termination and the signs of the dual and
plural forms when present

misthoqq misthoqqiy wrongly written
without y

mistohbi mistohbiy
misthi misthiy
mistoqsi mistoqsiy
x wen xweniy
kbi ir kburiy

hruxiyhrux
barran barraniy

barriy
qalbeniy

barr
qalben

Malta Maltiy etc
The feminine and the plurals are regular

Remarks i The feminine singular forms mistoq
slya qlubiya etc have two meanings that of the
feminine singular of mistoqsiy qliibiy etc and that of
an independent abstracted noun which as such can
have no plural

2 The feminine plural of the relative
noun is used for the plural of nouns of action which
as such can have no plural

Ex xgoliyet xgoliy hsebiyet hsebiy etc
3 Maltese often use the feminine plural

of the relative noun for the plural of its corresponding
noun anienivct from zmeniy instead of ismna from
zmen ,nhar nhariyet dlam dlamiyet for nhilr dliim
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VII Nouns of quantity or collective nouns have
four forms in Maltese

1 One implies a multitude and has no singular
Ex nisa dahlet mneher faldet cor

rupted into faldetta etc
2 The other implies a multitude and forms the

singular by affixing a
fix nahal nahla toffeh toffeh u

3 A third form is made up from nouns ot pro
fession by affixing a to the masculine singular

Ex masc s haddem pi haddemln
collective noun haddema f s of haddem
masc s benney pi benneyln
collective noun benncva f s of benney

4 The fourth form is obtained from relative
nouns by changing the final y into a short a

Ex bahriaf sailors from bahrly bahriyln
qaqiat ravens from qaqiy qaqiyln
hamria red faced from hamriy hamrivin etc

dahlct with a sh rL e and the ac iit on ths first syl
lable is not to be mistaken f r dihlit with a lung i an l the
accent on the second syllable Dahlcl shalow water dah
let ix xilef dahlit entrances plural of dahla

mneher nostrils nose is the plural of minhar in
strument for snoring from the verb nahar yonhor to snore
Minhar has been forgotten

faldet s the plural of falda a loose garment with
folded pleats from the Arabic verb falad to fold The
Word which town people use now instead of old faldet is
ghonrlla corruption of th Italian gonnillA skirt

t bahria collective noun of bahrly is not t be mistaken
for bahriya which Is the femine of bahrly

1 qaqia has been preserved as surname of one of the
old maltesc families whereas qiiqiy has been entirely for
gotten Q qia ravens is not to be mistaked for khka
kak cake
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Remark Amongst the collective nouns one may
range also the feminine singular of ahmar red
when this adjective is used as an independent noun
and takes the article hamra has then the mean
ing of foreigners in comparison with the semits because
the iidii semits arc fair red faced in opposition to
the semits who are dark faced

There are still some more adjectives the feminine
singular forms of which must have had independent
meanings in by gone days

As an example one may quote wed is scwda or
hajar is scwda these names cannot be translated as
the black valley or the black stone which would have
been il wcd is scwda or il hajar is scwda They can
neither be translated as black valley or black stone
which would have been wed sewda hajar scwda

With our still very poor knowledge of the past
we ca i only try to translate these names as valley
of I he black and stone of the black both Constructions
having at least the advantage of a grammatically
correct translation

The numerals
The cardinal numbers from 3 to 10 govern the

plural of the objects numbered
The ordinal numbers are formed in the same way

as the active participle for simple verbs and agree
in gender with the noun

Multiplicative numerals single double triple etc
are formed from participles of the corresponding
doubled verbThe fractions are formed from the corresponding
ordinal forms by changing the first vowel into u or 0
and dropping the i when present

Special forms exist for one first single las/ half
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Cardinal

i wihad

S tneyn

3 tleta

4 irb A

Ordinal

ewvvel
the first

masc l wwe1
femin 1 iila

f M ulln
p1 M ulet

teni

telit

rabia
not to be mis

taken for raba
ground,soil

and

Multiplicalive

mfarrad sin
gle

Fractions

5 hamsa hamis
6 sitta sett 1 setit
7 sebaa sebia some

times seb l
8 tmenia temen te

min
9 tisaa tesA tesia

10 axra axer axir
last ahhar

N ii The last
l ahhar not to
be mistaken
for yehor ohra
oh ray n oilier

mtenni dou
ble

mtellet triple

mrabba qua
druple

mhammes
msettes

msebbA

mtemmen
etc

nusf or nofs
half

toltor iult yi

rubd y
etc
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Diminutives

Diminutives can be formed from every noun or
particle in Arabic even from verbs

The diminutive is formed
1 by suffixing a short u to the first letter if the

word begins with a consonant this u is seldom
pronounced in maltese or by changing the first
letter into u if the word begin with a vowel

2 by dropping the second letter if it is a short
vowel

3 by suffixing ay or cy to the second letter if it
is a consonant or by changing it into ay or ey
if it is a long guttural or evasive vowel a
euphonic a is affixed when required

Ex tifel tufayel tfayel
tifla tufayla tfaylatfal tufayal tfayalrahal ruhaya rhayalhanex huneyex hneyex
mandar munaydar mnaydar
mandra munaydra mnaydra
ayn uayn uaynadar duayr duayrrt
ismar usmayar
wiri verbal noun urey
hda preposition hd y etc

Remarks 1 Qualifying nouns in or u form their
diminutives in a regular manner they only change the
long into a and the long u into e

Ex katir kutayarsagir sugayar sgayar wrongly written
sgavar

shun suhayen shayen
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2 Plural forms in hi or hi like xmair
hnein hraif etc Form their diminutives in a regular
manner they only drop their h or e

Ex xmair xmayir
hraif hrayif etc

Mistakes In the Maltese dictionaries one comes
across mistakes in analysing such forms as hrAif
Jirayef hrayif xmair xtnayar zhayra sgayra etc

Grammatically
a hr if is the plural of hrafa

hrayef is the diminutive of haruf
hreyef is the diminutive of href
hrayif is the diminutive of hraif

b xmair is the plural of xmara
xmayir is the diminutive of xmair
xmayar is the diminutive of xamlr which

means in Maltese expeditions
c ehayra is the diminutive of zahra small flower
d sgayra is the feminine of sgayar which is

the diminutive of sagir small sAgir
shgir or sag r small

e zayar is a verb to pay calls to visit de
rivated form from zixr to pay calls

zair is the act part of zar
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CASES
The cases exist in the Maltese language only in

some names
twin bu bakra father of a vergin bu hajar fa

ther of stones and all Maltese names be
ginning with 4 nom of ab father

gen balbz father s God or father s land
These must have been imported by the Saracens

declensions being unknown in the primitive Semitic
language Thus bu bakra and all the Maltese names
beginning with bu nominative of ab father are dis
tinctly of Mahometan origin Bdlbi a family name
is believed to be of Spanish moorish origin

Remark hiya my brother not to be mistaken for
hia she cannot be considered as a genitive the
Maltese using hiya in all cases for huya hiya and
hay a

i
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SEMITIC ROOTS
Semitic roots are made up

a of vowels only
b of consonants only

The following are Maltese words derived from vo
wel ro ots

root a
1 a interrogative particle
2 aw hawawn hawn hereuwnek hawnek

3 awa to become populous

mawi mawly peuplc mawiya peuplee

4 aya to come on
5 Aya to be wearied
6 ya exclamation ya hasra

root e
ey what yes
ew 1
yew I
ewa to howl

or

root u
1 u and by in swearing ywah ey wa t fi

With the exception of the above quoted words all
maltese words are derived from consonant roots and
take

simple forms
contracted forms
compound forms
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Simple forms are those where the consonants
of the root are combined with vowels

Ex raja mexa kiteb bea dawar etc
Contracted forms are made up of two or more

different words so intimately connected with each
other by usage that they may be almost considered
as oneEx sfarjel asfar jell

Compound forms are those where the consonants
ot the root are combined with other consonants which
expand the root

The consonants used for this purpose,might be called
servile letters They are n m t s k and q

The servile consonants are used as prefixes suf
fixes and affixes

The consonants and are used as servile prifixes
suffixes and affixes

Ex sar asar to press to compell ansar origin
qad Etqad to stick to anqud bunch of grapes
hazar hanzer sari samsar
A i 1 S aP adati widen to hear
yed hand vThe consonant s is used as servile prefix in con

nection with t
Ex stajeb sthaqq etcThe sound k k or q is used as servile affix only

Ex da dakhamba hambaqRemarks i Used as affixes the servile letters
are added

each consonant separately da dak
two consonants one after the other by be
htnt haw hawn haw nektwo consonants one after the other with a re
petition of the first hu oh/ hate// h/i t

2 Servile prefixes suffixes and affixes
are also combined together E g in participle forms
of the verbs with i
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iii the plural for participle forms of the verbs
with i t etc mixteq mixteqin mixteqa mixteqet

Transposition of letters Transposition of letters
is a common thing in all Semitic languages E g
m ia may a la til dihrtl dfflh/1 wihad wahid
an/h nab nqx laqqax nxk fosda sad fa etc

APPENDIX
Those few foreign words which are now cons

tantly used instead of the national Semitic expres
sions in the Maltese language could easily be elimi
nated by simply applying those maltese rules of deriv
ing words which have been already mentioned Thus

r hakim means Govcrtior in Maltese and is the ac
tive participle of hakitn to govern

The place of governing the ministry or de
partment would be mahkam or mahkama

2 qfrdi means judge in maltese and is the active
participle of qada to decide to judge

The place of judgment the court would be
maqda

3 hailef means fo siisear them in
A jury would be mhatt f participle of halleT

4 diir il imdra means the house of the Government
government s house and is a place near bir

sebbiij
As a logical consequence of this combina

tion imdra appears to be the Maltese word for
government

5 kiteb to write

The place of writing or school would be
maktab etc
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ERRORS

Page 11 11 III ldJ1II It tltlft l j ic yonttcH should be

7 4 i a guttural a a heavy gut
tural k

nu i irnonetic il 7 seHaatt se iAat
note

1 r b iitor teminme1 o Affixed pro O i fR tumitot feminine
nouns

1 2 4 7 min am miniidm
2 3 2 A A U LIad anna Ad alina
2 5 XIX 5 ect etc
3 3 is guttural is g A or q

CJ3 8 Evasive Vb 3 be a hbk
wels

39
ub 2 are 1 are

A 1fj
77 xeiiinak xemnaq

M Forth class Fourth class
45 5 9 alga bi ras alqa hi ras
49 Ex 11 saq xaq
50 3 2 dephtong diphthong
5 2

i 1

53 4 IO tetwil tetwil
57 The feminine 2 et et

pi ard dual
73 I 2 hu far hajra
73 4 i/ ivcd is seivda t l wedil hvaad
73 4 Iiajar hajra
73 16 wed sewda wed iswad
73 16 hajar hajra

I preceding and precedes have been often written
with z e s after c

II the accent aigu has sometimes been omitted
over e owing to its scarcet at the typography
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